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D&L Trail Town Dashboard Metrics 

Name:     Date:     Weather: 

Trailhead:    Trail(s) Name:    City: 

Does this trailhead offer a good first impression of your local community? 

 

Best improvement made at the trailhead in the past year? 

 

What would you like to see improved in the next year? 

 

What are some long term objectives / improvements for the trailhead? 

 

In the past year how many events have used the trailhead? List on separate paper if more space needed. 

Event Name Date Reoccurrence Approximate Attendance 

    

    

    

In the past year how many events have used the trail? List on separate paper if more space needed. 

Event Name Date Reoccurrence Approximate Attendance 

    

    

    

In the past year what major events/festivals does the local community host away from the trail and trailhead?  

Event Name Date Reoccurrence Approximate Attendance 

    

    

    

Who owns the trailhead? Who manages the trailhead? List both if they differ. 

 

How often did maintenance happen at the trailhead in the past year and by who? 

 

Who owns the trail or trail section at this trailhead? Who manages the trail? 

 

How often did maintenance happen on the trail in the past year and by who? 

 

What type of activities do trail users use the trails for (i.e. biking, paddling, skiing)? 

How many trail users did you have at this trailhead in the past year? 
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Within ½ mile of this trailhead list all of the Trail Businesses (Type: Restaurants, Lodging, Trail Shops, or Services)  

Name Address Phone Website Type 
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At this trailhead (not adjacent areas) please document features that are currently available for trail users:  

Amenity (possible values) Data Notes 

Public Parking Spaces (numeric count)   

ADA Public Parking Spaces (numeric count)   

Parking Fee (free, paid, unsure)   

Restrooms (ADA permanent, permanent, ADA portable, portable, none, unsure)   

Water (potable, non-potable, none, unsure)   

Water Availability (seasonal, year round, none, unsure)   

Vending Machines (numeric count)   

Uncovered Picnic Tables (numeric count)   

Covered Structures (numeric count)   

Benches (numeric count)   

Trash receptacles (yes, no, unsure)   

Recycling receptacles (yes, no, unsure)   

Trailhead sign (yes, no, unsure)   

Wayfinding sign (yes, no, unsure)   

Trail map sign (yes, no, unsure)   

Local amenity map sign (yes, no, unsure)   

Educational sign (numeric count)   

Take away maps available (yes, no, unsure)   

Local information kiosk (yes, no, unsure)   

Bicycle racks (numeric count)   

Bicycle repair station (yes, no, unsure)   

Playground (yes, no, unsure)   

Education programs available (Yes, No, Unsure)   

Official water trail access (Lehigh, Delaware, None, Unsure)   

Motor boat launch (yes, no, unsure)   

Non-motorized boat launch (yes, no, unsure)   

Boat storage (numeric count)   

Pets on leash allowed on trails (yes, no, unsure)   

Horseback riding allowed on trails (yes, no, unsure)   

Connecting trails (yes, no, unsure)   

Power source (yes, no, unsure)   

Gateway experience ((yes, no, unsure)   

Fishing (yes, no, unsure)   

Camping (primitive, car, RV, glamping, none)   

Food (year round, seasonal, none, unsure)   

Public Transportation (bus, train, private shuttle, none, unsure)   
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